Asociación sin ánimo de lucro
Get to know us and you will discover a new dimension.

Something perhaps never thought and it can give you a plus.

Share with us our dream of being.

Be part of something different.
Smile and Fun!
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The Association Play and Train was created by a shared passion of two persons, Mariona Masdemont y Sylvana Mestre, for “Sport”.

With their experience gained all along during fourteen years in the field of sport and disability, they decided to create in 2008 a infrastructure whose main objective is to provide people with a disability and their families the right that all members of our society to gain access to practice, learning and training of sports and leisure activities, regardless of their ability, gender or age.

Education and employment of persons with a disability in sports is one of the goals to be achieved.
WHO WE ARE

The Association Play and Train is constituted by people coming from various fields of sport and disability, resulting in an experienced and dynamic professional team.

The current members, who compose the Board of Directors, ensure that it complies with the purposes of the Association founding as well as to oversee the correct destination of the subsidies.

Two highly committed persons run the Play and Train Team and the programs.

President  Jose Mª Juncadella Sala
Vice-President Gabriel Gorce Yepes
Secretary Sylvana Mestre Alexander
Treasurer  Mariona Masdemont Morente
Members at large Jordi Carbonell Palou
Jose Javier de Frutos Esteban
Jeannine Mestre Alexander
MISSION

To provide and promote sport and recreation programs for people with a disability and their families with superior quality, efficiency and innovation.

VISION

To contribute to the recognition of Paralympic Sport and the Paralympic Movement purely based on sport and not on the principles of capacity and ability.

VALUES

Passion for what we do.
Responsibility and commitment.
Professionalism.
Teamwork, we are all important.
Innovation, we develop solutions.
**ACTION AREAS**

- Practice, dissemination and promotion of sports among people with a disability.
- Continuous contact with Foundations and Associations of people with a disability.
- Contribute to the training of volunteers and education of sports technicians specific to the field of disability.
- To promote employment and career opportunities for people with a disability.
- Forums and lectures in various events.

**RESOURCES**

- We grant the 70% of the total cost of the sport event.
- Search for funding streams through commercial sponsorship, support from Foundations, Individual donors.

**SERVICES**

- Development, implementation and follow-up of programs and sports and leisure activities, with the social objective of improving the lives of people with a disability.
- Counseling on the design for the removal of architectural barriers in sports facilities.
- Investing on the right equipment.
ACTIVE PROGRAMS

Winter Sports
Sport School in Alpine Skiing and Snowboarding Programs for children and youth.
Alpine Skiing Program for adults.
Activities with Snowshoes.

Summer Sports (Realized through Camps)
“Surf4All” and Padel Board Programs for children and youth.
Hand Bike, Tricycle Programs.
Golf Program.
Tennis Program.

Various
“Hospisport” Program with ASEPEYO: specific sports program for hospitals or mutual healthcare.
Disability Sport Educational Program for professional skiing instructors.
Paralympic School Day Program.
International Development Camps jointly with the International Paralympic Committee and Freewhite Onlus from Italy.
National and International Competitions and Sporting Events.
Participation in medical research on disability field jointly with the University of Barcelona.
Guidelines on the sporting facilities of the ski resort of La Molina.
Management of the Adapted Sport Center in La Molina.
FUTURE PROGRAMS

Short Term
Winter Sports
Nordic Skiing Program.
Sports training programs on high performance.
National and international development Camps in alpine and nordic skiing and snowboarding.

Summer Sports
“Surf4All and Art Program.
National and international development Camps in summer sports.
Summer english sport camp.

Various
Development of cultural programs (conferences, forums).

Long Term
Various
Creation of an International Academy for practice, education, training and dissemination of Paralympic Sport, building a forum for all issues related to the sport for people with a disabilitie.
Education volunteer Program.
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INDIVIDUAL SPONSORSHIP

Become and Ambassador or a Friend of Play and Train.

With your help, we can create, maintain and enhance the impact of our programs.

How you can become and Ambassador or a Friend of Play and Train:

- Organize a fundraising event.
- Donations of money (tax-deductible).
- Sharing your knowledge or skills with Train Play.
- Sharing with friends and acquaintances the work of Play and Train.
CORPORATE PARTNERS

Working with us can help your business at various levels:

- Increasing your sales to reach a market that has not been worked out in detail. There is a broad base of potential consumers.
- Add value to the brand to prove to be more socially responsible and therefore gain in reputation.
- Through volunteering of their employees. There is evidence that employees have a better connection with their work and are more productive when they feel that the company invests in helping the world to become a better place, in addition to that it helps them feel part of something big and significant.
PARTNERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

The Super 3 Club, Spend a day skiing in La Molina with the Play and Train youngster “Carlos Faci”.
http://www.super3.cat/psuper3/sp3Item.jsp?item=video_mm&seccio=video&idint=3341031

Fuerteventura “Surf4All” Camp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynfrN4gEMQ&feature=youtu.be

Jasper and Gabriel Videos
http://playandtrain.blogspot.com/2010/07/surfing-4-all.html
http://playandtrain.blogspot.com/2010/10/surfing-4-all-gabriel-gorce.html
http://www.playandtrain.org/

http://playandtrain.blogspot.com/

https://www.facebook.com/playandtrain

http://vimeo.com/playandtrain

http://www.youtube.com/user/PlayAndTrain

http://www.beyondsportworld.org/member/view/200/Play%20and%20Train%20Association
CONTACT DETAILS

MARIONA MASDEMONT  
mariona@playandtrain.org

SYLVANA MESTRE  
sylvana@playandtrain.org

Cami Vell d’Alp, 22
17538 ESCADARCS
SPAIN